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2015-2019 STRATEGIC PLAN:Coast Survey’s strategic plan is not a “top down” pie-in-the-sky bureaucratic exercise. Every year, we bring our division chiefs, deputy chiefs, branch chiefs, and a wide range of managers into one room for several days, and we hammer out our strategic priorities and agree on what key activities or projects we will focus in the coming year to make progress towards our goals. We think, we argue, we prioritize, we align, and then – together – we set out on a “roadmap” to deliver the best service to the American public. Coast Survey’s strategic roadmap is informed by the Department of Commerce’s, NOAA’s, and NOS’ strategic goals.  It is also informed by current scans of our environment – what user’s and stakeholders require, what technologies are emerging, and by the realities of the Federal budget and political situation.The Coast Survey director has articulated four primary priority actions through which he believes the future must be reached.Be the expertsTransform chartingInnovate hydrographyChange navigation



  
Continuously evolve our capabilities and capacities to be 
the national authoritative source for hydrography and for 
U.S. navigational charts and related products 

1. Geospatial data management 

2. Recapitalize NRT vessels 
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We will ensure that Coast Survey authoritative data is freely and easily accessible to the public. As the authoritative source, we are the experts in hydrography, cartography, and marine modeling; we need to become more expert in geospatial data and services management.We will continually improve our internal processes and efficiencies to maintain expertise, reduce time and effort, improve customer satisfaction, and free resources for new priorities.Coast Survey data holdings will be organized as a collection of interoperable databases, in open formats where possible, to support multiple uses both internally and externally.IT services, security, and infrastructure are integral to planning or managing Coast Survey products and services.Coast Survey human resources, budget, and training must comprise robust and cutting edge capacities and capabilities for effective mission execution.Geospatial data management: Coast Survey needs to harmonize and exploit its data holdings, produce new and improved products, and build organizational knowledge to respond to the way the maritime community is using nautical chart data. We are in the process of hiring a Geospatial Data Manager to help us manage our data toward our strategic goal to “change navigation.” 



 
R&D 

GIS system 
design 

GIS application design 
and development 

Higher level modeling 
applications 

Routine use of COTS GIS software 

Basic spatial and computer understanding 
 

Coast Survey is establishing a GIS strategy with this vision: 
Promote an enterprise GIS approach to support Coast Survey business objectives 
and enable better outcomes for customers of its products and services. 

Data dictionary 

Hardware  
architecture 

Data architecture 

Software  
Architecture 
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Coast Survey is establishing an enterprise-wide GIS strategy to support its strategic goal to make data consistently discoverable and accessible across Coast Survey’s divisions. This will support its business objectives and enable better outcomes for its customers.As a system, a GIS is composed of several core elements-- data, hardware, software, analytical methods, and people.  One way of looking at the definition of a GIS is through a people-centered lens, where people with various levels of expertise are required to build and manage a GIS.  The extent to which these competent individuals have access to relevant data and IT resources, work together, and respond to each other’s needs is a reflection of the maturity of a corporate (or enterprise) level GIS model. In 2016, Coast Survey’s enterprise GIS Steering Committee is establishing an office-wide strategy that will govern GIS workflows, ensure consistency in spatial data cross Coast Survey products, document Coast Survey’s extensive data assets in a dictionary, and advance the GIS technology in use in the organization.
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I want to take a moment to update you with our progress to recapitalize the Coast Survey fleet of Navigation Response Team survey boats.Coast Survey goals: innovate hydrography; be the expertsAs you will recall from our September meeting, the first two boats were built and delivered to Teams #1 and #6, in the Gulf of Mexico and San Francisco Bay areas respectively.  From these pictures in the upper left and bottom, you can get sense of the general arrangements.  This new design greatly improves utility and comfort.Not only does our recapitalization investment rebuild our capacity, it also restores and improves our capability.  Although NRT survey work is typically done within port areas and near coastal “partially protected waters”, these new hulls are built to meet the U.S. Coast Guard’s more stringent stability requirements for “exposed waters.”  This gives us a greater safety factor and increased range of operations.The photo in the upper right shows our second set of boats under construction [INSERT: 15Mar status update of new hulls #3 & #4).  A few design modifications were made for the second set of boats – such as further improving forward visibility from the helm.



NRT locations 

NRT3 

NRT6 

NRT4 NRT2 
NRT1 

NRT5 
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NRT1: Eastern Gulf of MexicoNRT2: SoutheastNRT3: Pacific NorthwestNRT4: Western Gulf of MexicoNRT5: New EnglandNRT6 CaliforniaStrategically staging the Teams in these regions allows us to plan routine surveys for critical chart updates and rapidly deploy in response to maritime accidents or other disasters impacting the U.S. marine transportation system.For presentation purposes, the colored radii generally depict how far each team can travel per day, when towing their boat along interstate highways.  The strategic locations enable NRTs to reach nearly the entire coastal contiguous United States within a 2-day deployment.NRTs 1 and 6 already received new boatsNRTs 4 and 5 will take delivery of the next two boats [INSERT: 15Mar status]. The last two boats will be delivered to NRTs 2 and 3, after the 2016 hurricane season.Each NRT now has an officially designated permanent Team Lead.  However, we are still critically short crew members.  We are working to fill (10) vacancies, which will fully crew all (6) NRTs and the Bay Hydro II.



Complete the re-engineering of the chart production 
environment for more timely and accurate navigation 
products 

1. Load the NIS database 
2. Complete template build process 
3. Fully implement weekly update process 
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Coast Survey’s charting infrastructure will support customized navigation products to meet user demands. The Nautical Information System is a core component in our collection of interoperable databases.We must maximize the useful life of our information by getting it to users faster. Many disparate groups use our data and products. They are all important. New observations, new uses, and new systems require new charts and procedures. Chart Adequacy: Identify the right data for the right chart (source databases; product databases; planning databases
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The Nautical Charting System II is a collection of databases which enable a single-workflow for all NOAA charting products.  Source data, such as hydrographic surveys, shoreline surveys, or other source data intended for nautical charts are loaded into the Nautical Information System.  Individual charts exist in the product databases, and are created and maintained from the source database – the NIS.  All product forms, raster (RNC) and vector (ENC), are updated weekly, and pushed out to NOAA’s 24/7 high-availability Integrated Dissemination Program (IDP) service.  User’s access NOAA navigation charts through our website at nauticalcharts.noaa.gov.  NOAA-certified chart printing agents receive special access to download charts from an ftp site. 
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Current progress for loading the Nautical Charting System databases is shown…50%, or about half way through a 3-year process.



• Chart templates are the framework required to build 
and maintain raster nautical charts for production as 
print-on-demand paper nautical charts. 
– Template tools are just now available to produce a fit-for-use 

nautical charts in four work days  
– Uses Esri production mapping toolset (maritime)  
 

• Minimizes compilation work 
– NOAA-constructed configuration files automate the creation of 

grids, symbology and type styles, and type placement 
 

• Improves source application efficiency  
– automating symbology, type formatting and channel tabulation 

updates.   



Chart template after use 
of automation tools  
(about 2-4 hours) 

40°48’N 

124°10’W 
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The Nautical Chart Wizard extracts the data from the NIS into a chart product geodatabase and creates a template MXD for the product.The template MXD provides the title block, standard notes and marginalia for the chart.  The cartographer adds the data to the MXD and calculates symbology using the Conditional XML tool (CXML).  The CXML uses the S-57 encoding to determine the symbol used.   After symbology has been applied, the cartographer runs the Chart Automation Tool to generate the grid, and places the data in a unit specific (feet, fathoms, meters) Layer file.  The Layer file then applies type size, color, style and style (vertical or italic) and placement according to each feature’s S-57 encoding.The labels are then converted into annotation (which can be moved and formatted).   Additional notes:  The bright green areas are 



Chart template  
after completion 



Channel Tabulation Automation 
Dynamic fields linked to the dredged area features in the chart update 
automatically when changes are applied.  



• Enable mariners to assess 
the limitation of 
hydrographic data 

 
• Equivalent to the CATZOC 

attribute used on the ENC 
 
• Based on the IHO S-4 

Charting Specification 
 
• All charts produced from 

NCSII will use ZOC 
diagrams 

 

 



• Designed to communicate 
where changes have 
occurred on our products 
week by week. 
 

• Introduces source areas of 
interest (AOI’s) to show 
published source not 
included in the Notice to 
mariners. 
 



• User’s can discover 
critical updates that 
are published each 
week. 
 

• Polygons and point 
features for new 
source representing 
critical updates can 
be interrogated to 
view metadata. 



 INNOVATE HYDROGRAPHY 
Expand capacity to acquire data from a broad base of 
sources to improve chart content and provide data for 
multiple purposes 

1. Re-define survey requirements 
2. Expand use of external data 
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We aim to map once, use many times. Other people collect good data too, and we should determine how to use it appropriately. PRIORITIES:Prioritizing surveys using a new approach -- more risk-based and customer driven.  HSD has the lead in developing a new policy for how we will use external, non-traditional sources of data.  We will never be able to survey all the areas under our responsibility, so we need to find smart ways to use other sources of data, use them to apply to the chart where appropriate or to use it to help evaluate the adequacy of our charts—are they meeting the intended purpose? We will expand the use of external source data: Leverage external data sources to: inform about chart adequacy; inform about survey priorities; & use outside source data to update nautical charts
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Re-defining U.S. Survey Requirements -> 3.5 million snm within U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone(U.S. land area is 2.7 million snm)



• Did not account for a changing seafloor  
– e.g. hurricanes and dynamic inlets 

• Did not account for change in use  
– e.g. deeper draft vessels, emerging ports and 

recreational community 

• Areas prioritized in 
1994 

• Ranked from “Critical” 
to “Priority 5” 

• Limited to computing 
power, software and 
datasets of the era 



• Use GIS with contemporary data sources 
– repeatable, objective, modular, adaptive  

• Risk-based model designed to minimize the likelihood 
and consequence of navigational hazards due to 
hydrography 

• Accounts for degradation of “hydrographic health” in 
areas of change  
– change in use, and change in seafloor 

• Allows for meaningful incorporation of outside source 
data into survey plans 

• Plans published to web service for public and inter-
agency review  

 



• water depth 
• survey vintage 
• quality of survey 
• density of vessel traffic 
• type of vessel traffic 
• changeability of seafloor 
• seafloor composition 

• density of charted PA/PD 
• distance from response 

centers 
• proximity to ports 
• estimated tonnage of 

ports 
• frequency of storm events 
• proximity to “sensitive” 

areas 
 

Incorporate data incrementally 



Depth Age of Survey 

Bottom Hardness Proximity to Port & 
Cargo Tonnage 
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What:   Develop a prioritization model using risk-based methodology to identify national survey requirementsWhy:    Innovate hydrography: Deliver timely surveysStatus:  Draft methodology developed
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Risk likelihood map – Weighted intersection of vessel AIS tracks, depth areas, and age of hydrographic surveys.
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What:   Develop External Source Data policyWhy:    Innovate hydrography: Expand use of external dataStatus:  - Draft policy complete    - Review by leadership in March 2016  - Standard ingest mechanism developed  - Recommendation for single point of entry for consistencyGraphic:  Example of external source data – USGS interferometric data.  The graphic shows a survey planned in Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts that will be used to validate hydrographic data collected by USGS using an interferometric sonar.



• NOAA Lidar surveys 

• USGS Lidar surveys 

• NOAA hydro contract  

• USACE surveys  

• NJ DOT 

• Satellite Derived Bathymetry 



Radar 
position 

Multibeam 
sonar 

coverage  

Coast Survey is supporting commercialization of 
bathymetric radar processing via cloud computing services 
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As part of Coast Survey’s goal to innovate hydrography by acquiring data from a broad base of sources, Coast Survey has been evaluating the use of shore-based marine X-Band radars for collecting nearshore bathymetry. In collaboration with NOAA’s Small Business Innovation Research Program (SBIR), we have worked with industry to develop an operational prototype X-Band bathymetric radar system. Using a common marine X-Band radar deployed for 3 months in Beaufort, North Carolina, NOAA’s technical partner, Arete Associates, tested the radar’s configuration and evaluated several algorithms to derive bathymetry. While the results did not provide hydrographic data to chart standards yet, this emerging technology will next be experimentally deployed in Newport, Oregon, with the goal to improve quality. It provides another platform for the collection of valuable nearshore bathymetry.



 CHANGE NAVIGATION 
Support the transition to electronic navigation (ECDIS), 
demonstrate a substantially advanced set of precision 
navigation information products, and deliver coastal 
intelligence through advanced data models and products 

1. Precision navigation 
2. Raster chart tile service 
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We will make our data ready for easy consumption by commercial enterprises that can provide value-added products and services.Mariners and other customers need flexible/integrated data (vs. single data streams) in systems of their choice to support the critical decisions they make.As leaders, we must anticipate the trends and adapt to changing demands and conditions to meet national needs.It is in our national interest to be a leader in the international transition to electronic navigation.Precision Navigation: Substantial time & discussion was devoted to the topic during HSRP meeting in Long Beach. 
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The pilots are in the evaluation phase right now and utilizing some portable hardware (IMU) to validate the ship model data.  NCEP has made the access to the wave model more robust, but there is still some model tuning that needs to occur for it to be used in operations.  They are seeing as much as a one meter deviation between the model outputs and the buoy observations in the approach channel.  It is believed that this is due to wave reflection off the breakwater.  You can view the live model data at:�http://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/nwps/nwpsloop.php?site=LOX&cg=2��



tileservice.charts.noaa.gov 
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- Over 7.3 million hits from December 7th until December 30th on the raster chart tile set 915,000 ENC downloads for December1,400,000 RNC downloads for December.�Launched (Release 1/2/3) December 7, 20151.0	Online Tile Service	Single Chart Tiles2.0	Online Tile Service	Quilted Tiles3.0	Metadata Service	UTF Grid FilesIn development (Release 4/5)4.0	Offline Tile Service	Mapbox Tiles5.0	Offline Tile Service	Delta Tile Updates





Questions? 
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